The Stoner Babes Coloring Book

Katie Guinn

Diverse faces of beauty and empowerment

This meditative, art-filled adult coloring book is inspired by the beauty of women and gender-fluid people who savor the qualities of the marijuana plant. They are empowered, intelligent, motivated humans who pay no mind to judgment, for they’re making their mark in this world no matter their color, shape, size, age, or gender. You’ll enjoy coloring these highly detailed and varied pages, with tattoos, patterned garb, shape-filled backgrounds, marijuana bouquets, and gorgeous faces. While you color, partake in the transcendental qualities of weed and contemplate what empowerment means to you.

- A perfect gift for feminists, weed lovers, and art lovers
- Gorgeously illustrated with images of babes of all kinds
- Perforated, single-sided pages, suitable for framing

Katie Guinn is a Portland Original misfit, artist, designer, writer, and mother who is inspired by her home, literature, music, art history and the beautiful radiance of the empowered female being. Katie is a flower gardener, a caretaker of fairies, and a moss and rock collector. She sometimes likes to partake in the transcendental qualities of cannabis when she makes art. KatieGuinn.com

• National and local press campaigns
• Kickstarter campaign
• Goodreads Giveaway

“Katie Guinn has given women an image of themselves, without apology... Stoner Babes is phenomenal...”
– LIDIA YUKNAVITCH
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